RAY-BAR BALLISTIC RESISTANT UL LEVEL 3 VISION FRAME ASSEMBLY

RAY-BAR BALLISTIC RESISTANT HOLLOW METAL DOOR

RAY-BAR BALLISTIC RESISTANT VISION FRAME
HEAVY STEEL FRAME, WITH MITER CORNERS.
(GRAY PRIMER FINISH OR POWDER COATED)

HANDGUN
RESISTS THREATS UP TO .44 MAG

BULLET RESISTANT GLAZING
LAMINATED GLASS OR POLYCARBONATE
(UL 752 LEVEL 3 NO SPALL)

METAL SCREWS FOR FRAME ANCHORAGE
WITH FLAT SIDE TOWARDS THREAT AND
PHILLIPS HEAD FASTENER ON ASSET SIDE

TECHNICAL DATA
• MEETS UL 752 LEVEL 3 BULLET RESISTANCE
• NIJ 0108.01 LEVEL IIIA
• IMPACT RESISTANT MEETING ANSI Z97.1
  AND CPSC 16 CFR 1201 CAT 2

OTHER OPTIONS
• STAINLESS STEEL
• FIRE RATED TO 90 MINUTE WITH SPECIAL GLAZING
• FORCED ENTRY RESISTANT
• UL 752 LEVEL 8 (7.62 x 51/.308 WIN RIFLE) 2" THICK

• ORDER SIZE IS CUT-OUT SIZE
• CLEAR VIEW IS ORDER SIZE MINUS - 2"
• O.D. SIZE IS ORDER SIZE PLUS + 2"

* POLYCARBONATE IS ONLY FOR INTERIOR
  TO INTERIOR APPLICATIONS AND CAN
  NOT BE FIRE RATED

Terms of Use: Certain designs and concepts are the exclusive proprietary property and work product of Ray-Bar Engineering provided in good faith as a courtesy for
the architectural design of projects specifying, incorporating and utilizing genuine Ray-Bar products and assemblies. Ray-Bar designs are not to be copied, altered,
plagiarized or utilized in any competitive or detrimental manner against Ray-Bar as protected by law and/or copyrights. "All Rights Reserved"

RAY-BAR ENGINEERING CORP.
Toll Free: 1(800) 444-XRAY / 1(800) 444-9729
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